
SOLUTIONS
E-commerce Website Design and Development: Truesdale
and Associates aligned the e-commerce website's design
with Monster Brand's established branding, incorporating
brand colors, logos, and visual elements for a cohesive and
recognizable online experience.
Email Marketing Campaigns: Integrated Monster Brand's
branded visuals into email campaigns, creating a unified
brand message and reinforcing recognition among the
target audience.
Graphics Design for Social Media and Events: Translated
offline branding efforts into captivating graphics for social
media platforms and event promotions, maintaining a
seamless brand image across various online channels.
Special Deal Pages and Event Management: Extended the
branded experience to special deal pages for event sales,
ensuring that the online platform mirrored the in-person
brand experience during industry events.
Incorporation of Brand Assets: Utilized Monster Brand's
existing brand assets, such as logos, videos, and promotional
materials, ensuring a consistent brand experience for
customers navigating both online and offline channels.
Adaptable Branding Strategies: Developed adaptable
branding strategies that accommodated the unique
challenges of online spaces while preserving the essence of
Monster Brand's offline identity.

CONCLUSION

Monster Brand, a leading manufacturer and
distributor of professional hair salon products,

partnered with Truesdale and Associates LLC to
revolutionize its sales strategy. With a strong
foundation in door-to-door sales and a robust

offline brand presence, Monster Brand sought to
transition seamlessly into the online realm while
maintaining the integrity of its established brand

identity.

Truesdale and Associates not only successfully
executed the transition from offline to online for
Monster Brand but also seamlessly integrated the
established brand identity into the digital space.
The collaboration resulted in a unified and
recognizable brand experience across various
channels, contributing to increased customer
engagement and brand loyalty in the professional
hair salon product industry.

TRUESDALE &
ASSOCIATES,
LLC

OBJECTIVES
Establish an online presence to reach a
broader market.
Introduce an e-commerce platform for
Monster Brand and Build-A-Brand products.
Implement a comprehensive digital marketing
strategy.
Streamline product updates, pricing, and
inventory management.
Translate offline brand presence seamlessly
into online assets.

E-COMMERCE WEBSITE
DESIGN & MANAGEMENT

RESULTS
Seamless Online and Offline Brand Experience: Truesdale
and Associates successfully translated Monster Brand's
strong offline brand presence into a seamless online
experience, fostering brand recognition and loyalty among
customers.
Consistent Visual Identity: The incorporation of branded
visuals across the website, emails, and social media platforms
maintained a consistent visual identity, strengthening
Monster Brand's brand recognition in the highly competitive
beauty industry.
Enhanced Customer Engagement: The synergy between
offline and online branding efforts enhanced customer
engagement, as the recognizable branding elements created
a sense of familiarity and trust among both existing and
potential customers.
Adaptability for Future Growth: The adaptable branding
strategies implemented by Truesdale and Associates
positioned Monster Brand for future growth, ensuring that
the brand could evolve and scale in response to market
changes and trends.

MONSTER BRAND


